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Weybridge Assets announces expansion in Equity Research
team.
June 6, 2014/Singapore – Weybridge Assets announced today the expansion of the firm’s Equity Research team with the
appointment of two research analysts based at their headquarters in Singapore.
Dr. Lawrence Bosworth BSC as Senior Healthcare Analyst, and Mr. Topher Goldman a Mining and Minerals Industry
Analyst.
Commenting on the appointments, Director of Operations (DOP) Mr. James Tyler said “We are delighted to welcome the
Lawrie and Topher to our established Equity Research team headed by Abraham Childs. They will both contribute in the
evaluation of investment opportunities in their respective industry sectors, by investigating specific industry dynamics,
determining the competitive landscape and evaluating relevant financial and non-financial metrics. We do understand
that the true value of 'research and analysis’ is all about its succinct communication and prompt disclosure."
Dr. Lawrence Bosworth BSC (Hons) has over 15 years experience in the Medical Devices Sector. Prior to joining the firm,
Lawrence was a Senior Analyst in Equity Research at Wells Fargo in New York, then later in their office in Mumbai where
he covered both large and small market capitalisation 'MedTech' companies for 8 years. He also worked at Amethyst Life
Sciences, Inc. California. Amethyst Life Sciences, Inc. has been supporting the life sciences sector for nearly 2 decades by
providing both qualitative and quantitative market research services and harnessing the latest technological offerings.
Lawrence’s research has been recognised in numerous investor surveys and polls, and his work is frequently quoted in
the media. David received his Bachelors degree in Biology from the Stanford University in USA.
Mr. Topher Goldman has worked in the investment industry since 1987 as a Precious Metals Mining Analyst for various
high-profile firms. Prior to this, Topher worked as a geological engineer in mining operations in remote locations. His
coverage list includes the Middle East and the America’s. He holds a Bachelor’s degree from Utah University from Dept.
of Mining Engineering.
About Weybridge Assets:
Founded in 2004, Weybridge Assets Inc. is a unique financial services provider embracing responsible finance by offering
financial services to its clients in an accountable, transparent and ethical manner, specializing in portfolio management,
purchase and sale of financial instruments and corporate finance advice.
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